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Campus Housing
Crunched by War
in Persian Gulf
quested that they wanted singles as
soon as some were made available.
Said Strangefeld, "It's not an
A housing crunch on campus has ideal situation, but we know it's not
been largely attributed to the war in the dean's [Tolliver] fault.".
The second group is the newly
the Persian Gulf.
admitted
students, which includes
Although the war is a large facboth
transfers
and freshmen. All
tor. it is not the only one.
these
students
received
rooms. but
For the first time in years, the
college has accepted January fresh- not necessarily singles.
A third group is thoseapplicamen admissions. This. along with
mid-year transfers and both ex- tions which did not arrive by the
pected and unexpected returning December I deadline. Tolliver
juniors, has created havoc in stu- statesres that all .these students
were not guaranteed anything, but
dent housing.
by Jon Flnnlmore
Associate News Editor

Many students' study abroad
plans were put on hold by the conflict in the Middle East.
According to Joseph Tolliver,
dean of student life, there are 1609
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students in residence on campus

dici
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J U iciary oard Charges The College
Voice with Breach of Confidentiality

Student demonstrations, both pro- and anti- war, erupted all over the nation ln the wake of Operation Desert Storm this semester, as compared with
1559 this fall. He also said that

by Jon Flnnlmore
Assoclate News Editor

The Judiciary Board has filed
charges against members of The
College Voice Publishing Group
for an alleged breach of confidentiality.
The charges stem from an article
printed in the Voice on December
4, 1990, entitled "Movie Debate
Evokes Question of Judiciary
Board Confidentiality." The accuser in a f-Board case spoke to
The College Voice concerning the
case, which raised questions about
the Board's handling of a case.

The four members of theVoice
who have been summoned by theJBoard, Jeffrey Berman, '93, publisher, Alice Maggin, '91, editorin
chief of the newspaper, Sarah
Huntley, '93, news editor, and
Rebecca Flynn, '94, news reporter,
agreed to talk to this reporter.
Both Tom Neff, '91, J-Board
chair, who has stepped down from
the chair for this case, and John
Kogan,'9l, a senior class f-Board
representative, waived the right to
comment on the case, and Vinny
Candelora, '92, assistant to the J.
. Board Chair, was unavailable for
comment.

When questioned about the situation, Joseph Tolliver, dean of student life, replied, "I1ike it" He fell
that- this sort of J-Board case presents very positive, precedent·set·
ting intellectual issue, and causes
"critical thinking on campus."
Maggin said, "We're not using
the Voice as a vehicle to our own
ends, and we feel that this story
needs to be published. We feel the
need to be consistent with our
news.gathering and news-giving.
We're not attempting to challenge
the J·Board."
"There is a definite conflict beSee Vokep.6

College Installs Telecommunications
Security System in Dormitories
by Jon A1egrantl
1be College Voice

Over .the next nine months, the doorways to all
campus dormitories will be equipped with a new security system that will make them accessible only to
members of the college community.
Instead of using traditional keys or magnetic cards,
students and faculty will simply enter the appropriate
three digit dorm code followed by their Personal Identification Number (pIN) into telephones outside dorm
doors.
Student access to dormitories will remain unchanged
in that each student's PIN number will open the door to
any dormitory.
The system was designed by SNET, the same cornpany that installed the college's new telecomrnunications system last summer.
Ed Hoffman, director of operations for the college,
said "SNEf is designing the software ... It'sacontinu-

ance of both the now known and potential flexibility
and opportunities the telephone system provides."
The new security system will require special doors
and locks to operate with the system, a task that will be
awarded to independent contractors. "Special care is
being taken to make sure the new doors don't take
away from the look of the old stone dorms," reported
Hoffman.
This new system will not be inexpensive. In fact,
the cost of the specially·designed SNET software
alone will cost the college $32,000. The additiona\.
cost of 36 new special doors and locking devices is
unknown at this time since the contracts have not yet
been awarded.
Although the security system will not be completed
until the beginning of the 1991-92 school year, "Two
or three strategically located doors will be finished by
May I to allow students to see how they operate before
they leave for the summer," said Hoffman.
See Security p. 7
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groups. The fITSlgroup con tamed
over one hundred students. and was
those who had applied for housing
before the application deadline in
December. According to Tolliver,
all of these students were guarenteed a single, and almost everyone
received one.
Two exceptions were Susan
Regan, '92, and Stacy Strangefeld.
'92. For two years they have been
roommates. living in ~ess
in
an upper-class double. They reo
ceived their housing applications
while abroad in October, and reo
turned them the same day, requesting singles.
Until the Thursday before the
second semester began, however,
they still had not been informed as
to where they were living. The two
were asked either to stay in a faculty
apartment until singles could be
found, or live in a double in Harkness, which was formally a freshman double.
They chose the double, but reo
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The group which caused the
most confusion is the fourth group,
those who were not originally registered for this semester.
Rachel Parroto, '92, had originally intended to spend a semester
abroad, but three days before she
was to leave, she and her parents
decided \hal she shou\d no\. go becauseot \he ......
'liJiI:, s.\w:.~~
'lI;:I

find that did not have a room, although she had one fITslsemester.
She lived in vacant faculty apartmerits, along with two other
women, for one night. and now all

three have a room on campus.
Also living in a faculty apartment, located beyond Abbey
House, from this fourth group were
five men. Tolliver said that as of
Thursday, all five had on-campus
housing.
Another interesting case involved ChristineRecesso, '92, who
had intended to go abroad through
a Trinity program. When the program was cancelled, Trinity enrolled her for the semester. Tolliver
said that Recesso really hadn't
wanted to transfer, but was compliant, realizing the seriousness of the
situation.
Rich Hannah, '91, housefellow
of Harkness, which has ten new
residents this semester, said,
"Many people have been understanding, considering the war situation."

CT View p. 5

Features p. 4
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now have rooms on campus.

February is Black
History Month

Connecticut Braces
for Terrorist Threats

Sports pp.14.16

A & Ep.13
The Right Hand
Video Corner:
Another 48 Hrs.,
Runaway Train,
Red Dawn

Women's BasketbaJl
Hoops Only Undefeated
Team in Division HI
With 11·0 Record

Comics 0.12
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VIEWPOINT
The Unpredictability of War

-

Students Speak On

War in the Persian Gulf
"It's a shame that the percentage of Americans fighting is higher than the soldiers fighting for other

.
Ma y be A men ica should not be the dominant pohce force there. But .one" must reahze that the
nations.
American army is the only one that could attempt to defeat [Saddam] Hussein,
.
J uliette Ardant, '93
"I fully support the troops, but I can't support the cause. I don't think that any economic motivations
justify the killing of troops and civilians."
Malcolm Cooke, '91

"I'd be tempted to be pro-war to install peace in the Middle East, but considering World War land World
War II I can see that no international peace order was ever buill on war."
,
Philippe Carpentier, '92

"I personally am pro-war at this point but I am still greatly afraid that Saddam Hussein still might have
something up his sleeve. I'm afraid that an incredibly large amount of Americans will be killed. In war
there are no victors."
Stephen LabIe, '94

"I hope that this war ends quickly and thatas many peopleaspossibleareable
tocome home. You always
think the world is huge and people are unconnected until something like this [war] happens and you
realize how many people are over there that you know, your mother knows, your brother knows, etc.,
and this world doesn't seem as huge. It's unfortunate that we actually had to go to war - I don't believe
in it."
Fitima Rodriguez, '93
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"I believe the U.S. is acting in the correct manner. At this point, diplomatic resolutions
and the only solution is to target Iraq's power and control."

are out of touch
John Gould, '94

"Never before have any of us been placed in the face of history as we are now. When I think of the war
I think oflooking back on it twenty years down the line and knowing that all that will remain in my mind
will be the loss oflives. Honestly, i am scared and have found in myself a conscience that tells me war
is wrong. Whatever the reasons."
Peter Spear, '94

"I am frustrated that we continue to resort to violence to resolve conflicts."
Gwendolyn

Field, '91

"Regardless of whether or not we as Americans are for or against the war, I think it is vital at this point
that we support the men and women over there whose lives are at slake."
Kristen

Abigail R. Atkins
n..

v...:c.

Boeckmann,

'94

Operations Director
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"This is not just a war to secure .the world's interests. It lakes on a broader scope than that. The issue is
whether we can let a madman like Saddam Hussein continue to disrupt world peace."
Joel Kress, '94
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"I think it's a. ~d thing that we're at war, but I think it's for the right reasons. I don't feel that it's only for
but that It s necessary to stop Saddam before he gains more power _ and I'm outraged 'at what he's

011,

Reserv

done to the environment. "

Melinda Kerwin, '92
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CONNTHOUGHT
Censorship - I know you've heard the word. It pops up on campus periodically in isolated situations. In last year's BangUtot poster controversy and last semester's drug article incident, censorship allegations were key factors. These occasional
outcnes, however, only raise concerns over blatant offenses to free speech values. Censorship is notalwaysa clear issue. Nor
IS 11a rare occurren,;". Student reporters on this campus confront implicit and systemic censorship every week.
The most frightening form of inherent censorship is HonorCode confidentiality beeause advocates of free press have signed
their own w~nts.
Reporters find themselves entangled in a web of commitments and responsibilities. As matriculated suidents, campusjoumalists
have pledged to uphold the guidelines of the Honor Code, including confidentiality mandates. Yet,
as reporters and editors, they undoubtedly have an obligation to their readership and the news profession to responsibly cover
and relay important information. Given that J-Board cases
rarely lack newsworthy elements, they, too, should be a
campus media priority.
Withoutaceess to information and with threats of J-Board
repercussions for confidentiality breaches in the media.this
task becomes nearly insurmountable. 10 rare instances. however, information about J-Board proceedings is relayed to
the press, and editors of campus media must maintain the
right to determine an article's significance and print it. Such
a decision is never taken lightly. It is imperative lodetennine
the significance of the article. It is not likely that cases
dealing with non-public figures and alcohol violations, for
example, would warrant a news article. Nor is it probable
by Sarah Huntley
that campus reporters would scope out J-Board hearing locaNews Editor
tions and eavesdrop.
News should always be pursued
.
.
responsibly, accurately and objectively. These three cornerstones are not~aslly met m J-Board related articles. Named sources are limited. When a reporter cannot even guarantee him!
herself impuruty from breach of confidentiality charges, how can a source be protected? In addition, J-Board representatives
are restricted by rulesof confidentiality: Members of the Board are unable to comment and present reporters with further
explan~uon, an opposing viewpomt, basic facts orconfinnation that a case existed. The J-Board log, printed once a semester
~Ith minimal facts, d?"s not allow for timely or con finned coverage of cases either. Honor Codc confidentiality can thereby
h~lt articles to one-Sided allegations and Issue analYSIS: So that leaves editors with aquestion. Should the newspaper uphold
an msutution that 11beheves to be unjust and unconstitntionalor should the newspaper protect the public 'sright to know news-

A
Necessary
War

Confidentiality
Undermines
Free Press

Americans have been besieged by the Left's vociferous
condemnations of the Gulf War. Boisterous demonstrations
have denounced President Bush's decision to engage in warfare instead of adhering to economic sanctions against Iraq.
These protests, however, areentirely oblivious to the ultimate
futility of sanctions. In addition, the new peace movement is
unaware mat the dire need 10 obliterate Saddam Hussein's
war machine, particularly his developing nuclear arsenal, is
sufficient reason for warfare.
Economic sanctions appear to be legitimate means to cause
an eventual Jraqi withdrawal from plundered Kuwait. Unfortunately, they simply are not. Sanctions, throughout the
course of modem history, have never succeeded in forcing an
invading dictator out of newly-won territories.
The International Institute for Economics has stated that
economic sanctions will bring about a 40 percent reduction
in the GNP of Iraq. Granted, this is a serious blow to their
economy. However. one must consider if it is signficanL
enough to cause an Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait. Let's consider the facts: Iraq is a fertile country, capable of feeding
itself. One can assume also that the members of the military
will be the first ones to get their plates filled to maintain their
worthy information?
Consequences of a decision to print "Movie Debate Evokes Question of Judiciary Board Confidentiality," in The College allegiance to Saddam. There would be an adequate amount of
food for Iraqis. Also, the blow to the Iraqi GNP will cause a
VOIce, December 4,. 1990, Illustrate the dilemma well. After the publication of the article in which a named student alleged
diminished standard of living, but no where ncar enough to
on-the-record that hiscase was handled poorly by the Board, the Judiciary Board filed formal breach of confidentiality charges
compel citizens to overthrow Saddam's regime. Even with
against some members of The College Voice Publishing Group. The case is pending.
the40percent reduction in GNP, Iraqi citizens will still enjoy
Such an incident almost makes campus reporting defunct. Responsible news coverage should not only provide positive coma higher per -capita income than numerous other Arab namentary on the system and deciSions: but must also serve as a watchdog for possible flaws and alleged unethical and irrespontions. Simply {lut,lraq and its citizens can weather the storm
SIble actions. Honor code confidentiality not only hinders the press in this goal, but makes thc J-Board unaccountable to its
of econOffi\C sanctions.
electorate. The community has chosen the J-Board as protectors of college policy and principles. somewhat like \he ludic\aI"-J
AlSO. economic 'Sanctions, conuary \0 popu\m oo\w..'\.
Branch of the federal and state government systems. How preposterous it would be if one-mird of me United States
would have not impeded Iraq '5 developing nuclear weapons
government were to be withheld entirely from the press! It would be worse yet were blanket laws enacted to uphold such an
capability. Saddam possessed enough fissile material from
atrocity. Nonetheless, I was told by several people that Connecticut College is a sheltered environment, and that real world his operable reactor and [rom remnants of the destroyed
principles of reporting should not always be upheld in campus publications. These pragmatists are minimally correct, The Osirak reactor (bombed in J 98 I) to construct nuclear weapcollege community seems 10preserve the implicit censorship in Honor Code confidentiality. To 'Ilarger extent, however, the ons in the next decade. His nuclear program, unfortunately,
community has charged campus press with the responsibility of providing news coverage. The C-Book defines the role of was far too advanced for sanctions to effectively suspend its
the student media and its protection from censorship. In the Student Bill of Rights, it is wriuen, "Methods ofcommunication
development before American fighters destroyed it recently.
among students, such as newspapers, ... area means of bringing studcntconcerns to the faculty and the institutional authorities
In addition, auempting to prevent nations from acquiring
and of formulating student opinion on various issues on the campus and in the world at large ... Students have the right to components for nuclear weapons almost always fails. Pakimaintain a free press and radio, not subject 10administrative censorship of copy or script, and the editors and managers are
Sian is a perfect example.
free to develop meir own editorial policies and news·coverage."
Saddam could have delivered these nuclear weapons right
Refonns to me current confines of Honor Code confidentiality are necessary in ordcr to protect the public's right 10know
here to New London. Iraq had tenaciously developed numerand the 'integrity of the college's judicial system. Until then, these access to infonnation and confidentiality mandates
ous long-range weapons programs. It was, or still is (depeninherently censor the news. This January marks thc beginning ofa year-long nationwide celebration of me First Amendment.
dending on the success of allied bombing raids), in me
Let this recognition of freedom of the press spill over to campus news as well. If mis implicit ccnsorship is eliminated, the process of constructing intercontinental ballistic missile sysentire community will benefit with more infonned and responsible coverage of the college's Judiciary branch.
tems such as me Condor II. If it was not for Bush's decisive
action, we could have realistically been faced with a nuclear
holocaust sometime around 1994 or 1995.
Yet the peace movement is ignorant of these facts. Sanctions would have never worked. Theonly significantaccomplishment of sanctions were mat mey allowed Iraqi troops to
dig in to Kuwait, and furtherly establish meir strong defense
of this small nation. In other words, economic sanctions
households wimdependents from infants toagingparentsand
One of me most important features of Conn College is the
ultimately will cause the needless deams of more American
grandchildren, and the majorily ofRTC's are single mothers.
diversity of its student body. Itcontains differences in ethnic
men and women on the bauIefield.
In addition, they are high academic achievers.
groups and intellectual interest with an age group ranging
As the demonstrators scream "No blood for oil," I am
Like omer student groups on campus mcy have their own
from I7 to 70. Though the majority of the students are
amazed at their illogical stance. How about "No blood for.
RTC association. Officers are clected yearly, and monthly
residents mere is also a large number of commuters from
.. stopping Saddam from nuking us." This frightening butallmeetings are held 10 discuss acadcmic issucs. Workshops are
Rhode Island and Massachusetts,as well as the local commutoo-realistic notion mitigates some of the '60's romanticism
organized to address special needs. RTC's sponsor facultyl
nity. For this student population, Conn offers a diversity of
which is evident in the current peace movement. It seems
student get-togethers, and othcr on campus social activities.
courses, from Women Studies to Anthropology, from Chiironic that me Left, supposedly theenemy of fascism, desires
The RTC Association receives its funding through its own
non-intervention and concessions Losuch a ruthless monster
nese Studies to Theater.
There is a group of undergraduate students representing 10 dues and fund raisers.
as Saddam Hussein.
We are presenting this infonnation to you, our fellow
percent of the student body which has no voice in student
This war is not being fought beeause of oil, or Kuwaitis, or
undergraduate students, so that you will have an understandgovernment. They are Return To College students(RTC's).
Saudis, or Egyptians, or any other reason currently swaying
ing of our desire for representation on mc SGA Assembly. As
certain members of the American public. We are fighting to
What is an RTC? She or he is a person who has had some
matriculated students we have thc samc interest in slUdent
expunge a madman, who rejects peaceful solutions, and his
college experience and is earning a B.A. degree at Conn.
affairs and academic procedures at Conn College as you have.
RTC'sare 25 years or over and are matriculated undcrgraduterrifying arsenal. We are fighting to mainlain some sort of
The RTC program has been a part of Conn since 1%9 without
ates at Connecticut College. The RTC program is part-time.
a semblance of a new world order after the devastation of the
proper SGA representation. Thcrefore, we ask you, please
Students take no more than three courses per semester. Who
Cold War. And, most importantly, we are fighting to guaranvote in favor ofRTC's having a voice in student affairs in the
tee that we will not be vaporized by nuclear bombs. If these
are RTC's? They are women and men whose age span from
upcoming referendum. In the past there has been a misunderare not convincing reasons to engage in war, then I do not
25 to 70 years old, the average age being between 35 and 45.
standing as to why RTC's need rcprcsentation. We hope this
RTC's are people who have been in the working world and
know what are.
realize the importance of an education. They return by article will clarify our position.
by Jed Low
choice, in spite of personal obligations, to expand their
by Nancy E. Downie
CONNThoughl Editor
knowledge and gain credentials. They are serious students
RTC Student
who are maintaining full or part time jobs, managing

RTC's Need Representation
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FEATURES
Varied Schedule Set for Black History Month
rights activists in the United Slates. The play is a hypothetical
encounter between these two very different types of righs
activists would say to one other in what would have been one

by Kevin Head
Features Editor

Black History Month at Connecticut College officially
begins on Friday, February I, with the highly acclaimed play
"The Meeting," and an exhibit with items collected by Rolf
Jensen, professor of economics, on his recent trips to West
Africa. These are only two of over fifteen events scheduled
for February. Black History Month at Conn is being sponsored by Unity House and UMOJA.
"The Meeting," by playwright Jeff Stetson, is a fictional
story about a meeting between Malcolm X and Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., two of the most famous and influential civil

of the most momentous confronta-

tions in United Slates history.
Other events scheduled include a
lecture by Robert Adams entitled
"History and Stereotypes of African
Americans in the Media." Adams is
the editor and publisher of the Minority Business Review and the
Long Island Courier. Also. a Colloquium entitled "Spike Lee and Popular Culture" will be presented by Dr. Houston
A. Baker, Jr. on February7.
On February
9,
Catherine
Young
James will discuss
"The Tuskegee Airmen," a presentation
on the 450 black
fighter pilots that took
pan in World War II. Then on February II,
Peter Magubane, Professorof Anthropology at
UConn will lecture on "South Africa: The
Current Situation."
Another upcoming interesting event will be
on February 18, when there will be a panel

Black History Month
Schedule of Events

..•.......

~;"

discussion called Project Teamwork and the Human Rights
Squad. The panel will feature several professional athletes
who have been trained in racial, ethnic and human rights sensitivity. The project is a
major national initiative
to improve racial and ethnic relations
among
school age populations.
The lectures will end on
February 27, when Jerry
Watts, the Associate Professor of American Studies at Trinity College lectures on "Race and Cultural Politics in the Contemporary University."
Along with all of the
lectures and panel discussions.there will be several
social events planned for
Black History Month.
Among them are a Caribbean Food Demonstration
by Grace Allen on the
fourth, a Minority Alumni meeting on the ninth, the Valentine's Day Crush Party on the fourteenth and an African
Dinner on the seventeenth,
Almost all of the events mentioned are open to the public,
and students are encouraged to attend.

Scholars Speak on State
of Soviet Science,
by Susan Feuer
The College Voice

February 14. 1991

.'

Social Event: Valentine's Day Crush Party. Jazz. R&B;and pdp,
with DJ. Maurice Capri, in the Unity House Multipurpose Room at':"
8:00 p.m. By invitation only.

February J8. 1991
Panel Presentation: Project Teamwork and the Human Rights
Squad Professional athletes trained in racial, ethnic and human rights
sensitivity participate in a panel as pan of a major national Initiative to ,
improve racial and ethnic relations among school age populations.
Panel includes: Luis Tiant, All-Star pitcher with the Boston Red Sox,
Norm Van Lier ,NBA All-Star guard with the Chicago Bulls.Robert
Weathers,New England Patriots, 'Holly Metcalf, double gold medal. ist for rowing 1984 Olympics.and BobMcCabe,professionalbaskelball player in Europe. Cummings An Center, Dana Hall at 7:30 p.m.
. Reception to follow, Open to the public,

February 20. 1991
Lecture: Title to be announced. by Dr. Vincent B. Thomson,
Professor of History, in theUnity House Multipurpose Room at 7:00 ,.
p.rn. Open to the public ••

Ffbruary 27.1991"
".'Lecture: "Race and Cultural Politics in the CdnfemPQrary";
University" with Jerry Waus, Associate Professor of American Stud.~
ies, Trinity COllege. Unity BoliSe, Multipurpose Room at 7:00'p.m:
Open to the public.
,.

Due
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On Thursday, January 24,
Nikolai Karlov presented the lecture "Prospects in Soviet Science."
Karlov was introduced by Claire
Gaudiani, '66, president of the colleg, who is one of three scientists
from the USSR, visiting Connecticut College.
The college had met Karlov
twice before his visit to the United
Slates. The firstwas last March,
when she visited the Soviet Union
and "was privileged to meet with
Dr. Karlov." She "invited him to

see us at Connecticut." The second
contact came in November when
Helen Reeve, chair of Russian
Studies, visited the USSR in November. Gaudiani said that Reeve
"confirmed our desire to be a pan
of the visit when the delegation
came." The American Collegiate
Consortium was responsible for
arranging the visit.
The two other scientists who
spoke were Vladimir Beliayev, the
chairman of the Supreme Soviet's
Committee on Public Education
and Igor Zelinsky, president of
Odessa Slate University .
Karlov is the Rector, or president, of the Moscow Institute of
Physics and Technology and a professer of experimental physics.
He began his talk by saying "It is
a privilege and honor to be here."
Karlov then spoke of his background, explaining he has the experience of about 40 years of reo
search. Karlov has worked with
Masers, which he explained came
before Lasers. Karlov has done
research on molecular physics, on
which he wrote a paper. "Molecu-

Jar physics is responsible for our
existence," Karlov Slated.
One of the problems facing the
USSR, he explained, is with finances and the budget. Karlov is

concerned that science receives
enough money from the govern-

ment. There isa state committee for
promoting science and technology,
such as national ecological projects.
Karlov gave a detailed description of the budget allocated for scientific purposes. The stale has been
allocated nearl y 15 billion rubles,
which must be split among different programs, which include research and development, space
research, new civil aircraft, communications and ecological problems.
There has been three billion
rubles given for fundamental research. Karlov noted that it is only
one percent of all federal expenditures, and "we consider if a very
low figure." The budget is three
times smaller than the previous
year. The funding does not include
independent Soviet slates who
have their own funding.
Karlov then went on to speak
about science in Soviet universities. He explained that "half of
Ph.d. members are faculty in universities. The potential is great, but
underused" He added, "Our goal is
to.increase funding for uni versity
science and to change the mood of
the officials ... It is necessary."
Karlov explained in the case of
university students, "these years
are the best years to be impressed."
He jokingly referred to himself and
other "old dogs" who "put the discussions into real life." Karlov
pointed out thatpeople were chang-

ing slowly, and in this case, it was
better to change slowly than drastically.
The science system in the Soviet
Union was established by Peter the
Great. Karlov said that before his
death, Peter the Great had written
down his intentions to recognize
science scholars and teachers. Karlov himself is a graduate of the
Moscow Institute of Physics and
Technology.
He gave some information about
MPTI, explaining that there are
about 5000 students and 600 post
graduate students studying there.
The Institute has nine departments,
including: The Department of Radio Engineering and Cybernetics, a
Management and Applied Mathematics department and The Department of Aeromechanics and Flying
Techniques. Students at the MPTl
are in a training course for almost
six years. During their sixth year,
students submita graduation thesis.
They then receiv.e a diploma, which
is equivalent to a Master's Degree.
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CONNECTICUT VIEW
Connecticut Braces for
Possible Terrorist Attacks
by Lauren KlatzldD
Connectkut View Editor

sibility of terrorist attacks, although no specific evidence or threats have indicated that
such attacks will actually occur.
"This is the most heightened state of alert
that I've seen the bureau go on in my twenty
years," Milt Ahlerich, the head of Connecticut's FBI bureau, commented to The Hartford Cow-ant. He added, "I certainly don't
wish to frighten anyone with these comments. But we have to be realistic about
this."
The threat of terrorism on international
flights, which has prevented many college
students from studying abroad this semester,
has caused Connecticut's Bradley International Airport to take precautions. However,
as with many potentially threatened areas
information as to the exact nature of the
threat and the security measures is scarce.
"We are having meetings and we're beefing up security," Lt. Paul Scannell of the
Connecticut State Police told the Hartford
Courant. However, he continued, "Wecan't
be more specific."
- The Coast Guard Academy Is a possible site for terrorist attacks

While fear for the safety of loved ones
fighting in Operation Desert Stonn preoccupies many Americans, residents of southeastern Connecticut have another worry to consider-- the threat of terrorism.
Iraqi president Saddam Hussein has repeatedly threatened to widen the conflict in
the Persian Gulf by any possible means.
Many people take this threat to indicate potential terrorist activity. Although no tangible acts of terrorism have been committed,
the aura of fear has created a potent fonn of
psychological terrorism. This terror has been
exacerbated by rumors, doe to the unavailability of information about possible terrorist
targets and protective measures being taken
in the region.
Precautions
against possible terrorism
have been evident nationwide since Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait this summer, and have
In addition, the Coast Guard has increased
intensified in recent weeks. The New York
.
its
patrols of Connecticut's rivers and shoreStoc~ Exchange has been strictly checking
lines.
Ide?UficaUon of those entering the building.
The United States Naval Submarine Base
United States automobile
manufacturers
in
Groton has instituted additional security
have also increased security.
measures
as well. Concrete slabs known as
Connecticut is a particularly rich target for
"Jersey"
barriers
limit incoming traffic to
terrorists. Several major defense contractors
one lane, allowing cars to be closely monioperate statewide.
New London County
tored by Navy personnel. The base has also
houses a naval submarine base and the Electric Boat division of General Dynamics in taken other "unspecified" security measures.
Groton, as well as three of Northeast UtiliBecause many such operations have been
ties' four commercial nuclear reactors in
kept
secret for security reasons, it has been
Waterford.
As a result, precautions have
difficult
to gauge the proportions of the pomounted statewide. Even the Federal Bureau
tential
threat
Ken Margolfo of WTNHof Investigations has become involved in
Channel 8 in New Haven stated, "Everyprotecting Connecticut.
one's on alert these days." However, he
The FBI is operating nationwide under a
added, most details about statewide vig"terrorist advisory." This term means that
ilance have been unavailable.
vigilance has been increased due to the pos-
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Local Residents
Organize for Peace
Coal\.uon im 'Peace m
by Carla Cannizzaro
Associate Connecticut View Editor

The onset of a national war has affected
most people in some way, whether it be the
emotional strain of watching the war on television around the clock, or having to deal
with the departure of friends and family into
the war zone of the Persian Gulf.
A war is a trying time for the members of all
generations because it forces everyone to
confront the hostilities of distant cultures.
The Persian Gulf War is different from past
conflicts not only beeauseofthe arrival ofthe
Age of Telecommunications, but because it is
a war that has been thrust on a society grown
aceustomed to the benefits of many prosperous years and the absence of a major international conflict since the days of the Vietnam
war.
However, in the wake of Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait there are a number of people anxious
to establish support groups and rallys for
those affected by the war. The Southeastern
Connecticut Coalition for Peace in the Gulf
(CPO) is one such group which has been
organizing public vigils for peace, attending
national demonstrations and encouraging the
public to contact their local and state repre-sentatives in an effort to voice their opinions
on lbe gulf situation.
Dave Granger, one of the coordinators of
the CPG, helped establish the coalition
shortly after New Years as a response to the
events in the Gulf. One of the events organizedby theCPO are New London Vigils held
every Wednesday afternoon from noon until
1:00 pm on the comer of Bank Street and
Captain's Walk.
Granger defines a vigil as a type of"watehing- on two levels. The observation of vigil
participantsofthereaction
of passers-by, and
observation by those not participating of
people in opposition to the war." Granger
plans to continue having the vigils for "the
duration of the war."
Several other events organized by the

-me.

Gu\.i. ~

recently. On Friday, January 25, a walk for
peace was held in downtown New London,
and of course, on Saturday, January 26 a
group of 62 people traveled with the CPO to
Washington, D.C. for the National Anti- War
Demonstration.
The group was "larger than we expected,"
stated Granger, and before the trip his estimates placed "at least 25 buses from Connecticut" that would travel to the demonstration.
Although the fliers placed around campus
make the Southeastern Connecticut Coalition for Peace in the Gulf the most easily
aceesible group for students interested in
participating in anti-war events, or for those
in search of more information on the Gulf
war, Granger stated that there are other
gourps in the area which can provide support
for those most affected by the crisis.The War
Resistors League in Norwich, and the Veterans for Peace were a couple of the groups
mentioned.
When asked to comment on his observations of the general feelings of the public
concerning the Gulf War, Granger felt that
they were "mixed, n
"Some people are ambivalent concerning
the events in the Persian Gulf, but most are
horrifed that the human species in 1991
could stoopto such brutality," Granger said.
While he also feels that many people have
accepted the "demonization
of Saddarn
Hussein, some people are on the defense,
worried that people against the war are not
supporting the troops,"
While the media coverage of the Gulf War
has been the most extensive of any modern
war so far, GrangerStill feels that there isstill
too much censorship on both sides.
He stated, "What's being censored are the
results of our bombing on Iraq and its effects
on the Iraqi citizens. We need a more balanced coverage of the war" that would help
show the effects of war on citizens, not just
the soldiers .
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NEWS
Crackdowns on
Underage Drinking
Raise Questions
by Chris McDaniel
Associate News Editor

On Fridaynight, Sarah Sutro, '94,
freshman class president, was confronted by Campus Safety at a K.B.
keg, and was subsequently taken to
the room of Steve Stigall, '91,
housefellow of K.B.
According to Sutro, she had been
drinking, but had put her cup down
as Campus
Safety entered the
room.
The sudden
movement
probably drew attention to herself,

fleer, faculty member or administrator to ask a student for proper
identification regarding any drinking activities.
Tolliver stressed that a student
would most likely have to bring
attention to himself or herself in
order to be approached, and that
the college has no desire to follow
people around, or "peek in windows" to curb underage drinking.

A recent incident in the Crozier-

she said.
Upon being taken to Stigall's
room, Campus Safety announced
thatSulrO had been drinking underage, which is a violation of Connecticut Stale law, and against Connecticut College's Honor Code.
Sutro's confrontation with campus safety raises questions regarding the college's actions regarding
underage drinking.
Why did the Campus Safety officer choose to approach Sutro for
herapparantly
undisruptive behav-

Williams Student Center involving Thomas Cloherty, '92, and a
friend adds to the question of new
administrative crackdowns.
Witnesses said that the two were
drinking outside Cro bar were reported by campus safety for underaged drinking.
Tolliver emphasized
that anyone drinking outside the bar would
likely be noticed by campus safety,
regardless of her or his age, because no one is supposed to be
drinking outside the bar.
Tom Neff, '91, chairman of IBoard, said that he has not noticed

ior, and is this going to become a

an increase

more common occurance on the

without

in underage

disruptive

drinking

behavior

charges.
Connecticut College campus?
In addition, he had. his own opin....ccording In loseph ,oUiver,
Um. of.\he \ndden\ \ha.\. occured on
W::.an at '&~\.
\\ie. ~
'doUa\woFriday night
lutely not" any specific crack-down
Of Campus
Safety's
action
on under-age drinking; however, as
against Sutro, Neff said, 'That was
concurrent
with the Connecticut
incredibly stupid ... It just served
College alcohol policy it remains
the option of any Campus Safety of- to piss off a lot of people."

John Maggiore, '91, SGA President, Jean Handley, '48, chair of the Board of
Trustees, Britta Schein McNemar, '67, Robert Hampton, dean of the college,
Claire Gaudiani, '66, president of the college, Susan Eckert Lynch, '62, and
Richard F. Schneller partook in a groundbreaking ceremony for Becker Hall,
on the site of the razed Thames Hall. Becker Hall will house the Development
Office, College Relations and the Alumni Association.

Neff discouraged I-Board from
pressing charges involving underage drinking. "We don't have the
time to do that kind of crap," he
said.
Julie Quinn, director of College
Relations. confumed that a report
had been filed about the K.B. incident

tween the clauses about free press in the C- Book, and
the clauses about confidentiality in theJ-Board handbook. There is an overlap," added Maggin.
Tolliver agreed, seeing the case as "a clash between
newsworthiness
and the Honor Code," and the rights
of reporters versus their rights as matriculated Conn
College students.
When the Voice ran the story in December, it received verbal warnings from J-Board members, but
did not feel that the case would come to this. Said
Maggin, "We did not know that we would be brought
before J-Board by publishing that article."
Huntley believes that the integrity of the Voice is
being diminished by the current regulations of the
Honor Code. She said, "Some people ask why we feel
so strongly that we should be able to report on J udiciary Board cases. We've been given the responsibility
of covering the news on this campus, and I see that responsibility as covering all the vews."
''The reason I thought the story was significant was
because there were serious questions being raised by
the students who felt that this case was being mishandled by the J-Board," added Huntley.
Tolliver hoped that people would see this as two
institutions at a head, not simply a rivalry between
Berman and Neff. Berman agreed, saying, "I don't
doubt that Tom [Neff] believes he's doing the right
thing. I think that what the Judiciary Board is trying
to do is ludicrous. It's a ridiculous, reactionary at-

pus Safety,
comment.

was unavailable
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by Lee Bereodsen
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tempt to oppress and censor. We've galla stand up
against something like that This means a lot to us."
The C- Book stales that the defendant in a l- Board
case has the right to "state the charge, decision, and!
or recommendation
of the Board after the case has
been heard." The four waived their right to confidentiality. and Huntley explained, "We believe the
printing of this article, notifying the campus of our
charges, is consistent with our belief that a news
publication should notbecensored
by confidentiality mandates."
Because of the potential legal implications of this
case for publications on campus, Berman said that
The Voice has contacted the Student Press Law
Center in Washington DC. a private non-profit organization designed to help any student publication
with legal problems. He assures that this is not a
threat, but simply a means of understanding all of
The Voice's options.
Said Berman, "In this instance they would be deciding whether or not one aspect of the contract we
have with Connecticut
College in the C-Book
supercedes another, which is really a legal issue."
Maggin ended by saying that she felt "Whatever
the outcome, this will clarify it for the campus."
Added Tolliver, "I don't think there will be any

losers."
In order 10 maintain objectivity, Berman, Maggin. Huntley, and Flynn refrainedfrom participaiing in the production of this article.

Correction:
Tom Neff, '91, J-Board chair, was unintenionally misquoted in "Movie Debate Evokes Questions
ofJudiciaryBoardConfidentiality,"
in The College Voice, December4,
1990. He said, "It's 100 bad Film Society
and Castle Court can't get along. The two organizations are chock full of trogloditic cretins who can't seem to
get their crap together; I like the films that they show. I hope they can resolve their differences through channels
which are knowledgable
about their long history of mutual animosity. The J-Board is not that channel."

The College Voice

Advances Diversification

Stewart Angell.director of Cam-

Judiciary Board Challenges the Voice
ContituUdfromp.l

Coordinator of Minority
Admissions Position

Ronnie Bernier has been hired as
the assistant director of admissions
and coordinatorof minority recruitment, Bernier,agraduateofWheaton College, faces the challenge of
minority recruitment, as the position, formally
held by George
'Anderson, did not carry the title.
Bernier's job requirements
include travelling to interview prospective students, helping at open
houses and college fairs, and par-

taking

in admissions

decision-

making.

One of her most important responsibilities is to "coordinate the
effort for increasing multi-cultural
diversity in this office."
Bernier believes that "diversity
on the whole increases your learn-

Bernier will also strive toward
the goal of recruiting student of
more underrepresented
groups at .
Connecticut College.
"A lot of what you learn goes on
outside the classroom," she said.
Grissell Hodge, director of Unity
House, said, "The more effort an
institution puts into recruitment [of
minority students] the better off
they are."
When asked about her reaction to
classes which increase diversity
among the curriculum
and allow
students to learn about other cul-

tures, Bernier said, "Those classes
are most important."
She also had insight into classes
which would benefit students in the
future,
such as classes
about

women, varied ethnicities, and a
course dealing
and issues.

with Arab culture

ing."
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"God! You wanted to go to this school?"

.-:*'~~~~

- Ann Madden, attorney for the Student Press Law Service,
hearing of Conn's Honor Code confidentiality
regulations

upon

"lt's like shopping at K-Mart, and they're out of everything with no

ramchecks. "
- Sean Spicer, '93, referring to a shortage of Government
courses and professors

"Saddam

is

Department

a major buzz kill."

- an anonymous junior
"I'm a hypocrite. I never even go to class anyways."
- Tom Neff, '91, chair of J- Board, after arguing against cancellation
of classes on Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday

NEWS
Eaton
Leaves
for
Semester
by Sarah Huntley
News Editor

The administration
has confirmed that Richard Eaton, vice
president for finance, has left the
college for the semester, but denied
persistent rumors that he was fired.
In a letter to his staff dated December 12, Eaton wrote that he
would be on sabbatical for the second semester and planned to attend
the Investment Management Insti-

tute.
He could not be reached for fur ther comment
"Rich Eaton serves the College
with integrity and good judgment
as the vice president for finance.
The external economic situation
and the College's Five-Year Strategic plan place heavy, new demands
on the Office of Financial Affairs.
.. Rich's semester-long sabbatical
will enable him
to advance

his

skhls in each of
these
areas,"
Claire Gaudiani,
'66, president of
the college, said
in a letter to the
community.
When asked
about the situ.
ation she said
"Co~necticu;
College has embarked on a very

Quinn Announces
Departure
Julie Quinn, who has worked as
the Director of College Relations at
Connecticut
College for eight
years, will leave the college on
February 22.
As of March I, 1991, she will
begin a senior staff position at Harvey Mudd College in Claremont,
CA.
At Harvey Mudd College, Quinn
will be taking part in a capital campaign and hopes to learn a lot about
fund raising. Quinn will be working with internal and external communications,
publications,
and
special events.
i
During her eight years at Con:
necticut College, Quinn took part
•
in increasing the natidnal as well as
the local and slate prominence of
tl
the college. Her efforts have al~
lowed the college to win 12 prizes
~
from the Council for the Advance.~
ment and Support of Education for
~
publication and public relations
t.t'-o-~~~~_.,-~"",,~~~~~~-~~-------'
projects.and three awards from the
Julie Quinn, director of College Relations, has resigned
University and College Designers
best work and that is my intent for they were part of an institution
Association.
the college."
where the staff and faculty were not
Quinn's experiences have enShe believes that Eaton's sabbatigiven opportunities to strengthen
abled her to take this next step. As
cal experience will bring him in- their capacity to deliver an 'A' performance."

l

'[Students] should be 'worried if'
they were part of an institution
where the staff and faculty were
not given opportunities
to
strengthen their capacity to deliver
an'A' performance.'
Claire Gaudiani, '66,
.president of the college
-

dynamic plan, and it's important at
each of the areas on campus ... that
everyone be doing his or her very

creased knowledge.
She said, "Students shouldn't be
worried; they should be worried if

GIVE us $20,
AND WE'LL GIVE

You THE RUNS.
$20 MID-WEEK L1FTnCK£T:

Mount Snow, Vermont isgiving all you college
students a run for your money. In fact, we're giving
you all 84 runs-everything from our six new Sunbrook intermediate trails to the North Faceexpert
terrain. And all for $20. Firm.
Fora taped ski report, call (802)464-2151. For
more information, call (802) 464-8501.

~ount
enolU$
When It Comes ToBig Mountain Skiing, No Else Close~
One

Is

she moves on, she believes that she
will miss this college community
tremendously.
She said that she has "a lot of fun
and interesting memories" to take
with her.
ClaireGaudiani, '66, president of
the college, has appointed a search
committee to find someone to fill
Quinn's position.
David Smalley, professor of art,
will chair this committee. Stephen
Loomis, associate dean of faculty,
Steven Culbertson, vice president
for development, Claire Matthews,
dean of Admissions and Planning,
Kristen Lambert, executive direclor of the Alumni Association, and
two students appointed by the student government will serve on this

committee.
Quinn feels that the person who
replaces herwill be "extremely forlunate to come to a school like
Connecticut College where there is
a talented staffto support them well
and an enthusiastic student body."
In a letter, Claire Gaudiani, '66,
president of the college, said, "We
send Julie off to California with
enormous thanks for the work she
has accomplished ...
and with
wann wishes in her new job."

'1'heptesidentcitedsemi.nars-and

training workshops as important
education possibilities.
Eaton will maintain his office on
campus for consultation on indio
vidual projects.
During his absence, Lynn AJan
Brooks will be acting vice president for finance.
Brooks, who has worked with
the college during the development
of the fmancial modelin the S trategic Planning ~rocess, has 25 years
of expenence m the public and pnvate sectors.
Mostrecently, he has owned ~d
operated a fmancia! consulting
firm.
In 1989 he was appointed to the
Board of Governors for Higher •
Education.
Brooks graduated
from the
United States Naval Academy and
The University of Michigan Law •
SchOOl.
His office will be the second

floor conference room in Fanning. ... .. ......
according to Gaudiani.

~

~:..:~~~~;;~~~;;~~~~;';~;;.~=.::
The phones outside dormitory

doors will be used In the new security system

College Advances Security System
COnlinuedfromp.l

"This will also allow us a short trial period to see how
the system works before the rest of the system goes in,"
added Stewart Angell, director of campus safety.
When asked how the system would handle potential
problems such as pizza deliveries, Hoffman responded,
"Pizza delivery will have their own PIN number which
will be changed every day. In addition, the delivery
PIN number will only be effective during designated
hours, such as seven to one."
Another positive aspect of the new system is the
sharp increase in the number of sites on campus from
which students can call campus safety.
"There will be an additional 36 phones that can be
used for emergency phones as well," Slated Angell.
Each donn will have phones at the entrances that are

most often used. Any doorway at which no phone is
installed will be used only for exiting. Doors will be
locked 24 hours a day.
According to Angell, "All doors will have a direct
link to campus safety to tell if a door is left open. The
amount of time a door can remain open before a campus
safety patrol will respond is going to be set by a study
of average time doors are opened per use."
John Maggiore, '91, president of SGA, said, "This is
the security system that students wanted. It allows
more access to dorms by students than the current
system. Yet, it's far more secure. Its development is the
product of the cooperative interaction between student
leaders and the administration."
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GULF WAR COVERAGE

=

Dialogue on Gulf War Series:

-

Faculty Panel Examines
Recruitment and War Principles
by CbriI McDaniel

J

Asoodole News Edl ....

American descent, while 22.3 percent of the Armed
Forces is made up of African-Americans.
His main point was that African-Americans lack the
opportunity in the United States to find something
better than the military for a career, emphasizing that
inequality in our society still remains a problem.
Hampton also pointed out that only 6.6 percent of all
military officersare African-American, and he said
that society was not ready for equality.
Reynolds stated, "We live with the President's decision [for war] for better or for worse." Reynolds also pointed out that congress
made a very difficult decision
in deciding to give the
President the authority to go to war.
The discus-

On Friday, the first in a series of discussions was
held in Unity House concerning the conflict in the
Gulf region.
Speakers ineluded Lawrence Vogel, professor of
philosophy, who debated the pros and cons of both
the draft and volunteer options for military service,
Terrence Reynolds, professor of religious studies,
who discussed the Just War Theory, and Robert
Hampton, dean of the college, who spoke about the
role of African-Americans in the United States
Armes Forces.
Jn speaking about the Just War Theory, Reynolds
discussion centered around the misconceptions of
war, and the rules that are supposed to be followed
sion was
during armed conflict.
thefirstof
Popular conception is that war is a bloody, vicious,
a series
and unregulated act. However, these adjectives do
called
not always hold true. According to Reynolds, the
DiaUnited States was at war with Iraq even before
Congress gave the president the authority to use
force. The trade sanctions imposed on Iraq by the
United Nations, fully supported by the United Sates,
in a sense constitutes an equivalent to war without
conflict.
Also, Reynolds said, rules to war are established
anger, frustration, loss; you felt a by international treaty. Some regulations to war inby Jacqueline Suteropoulos
little of each," he said.
elude the humane treatment of prisoners of war, nonSpec:lallo The College Voice
Hampton has been atConnecticut
chemical conflict, and opposition to the misuse of
Operation Desen Storm has di- Collegeforl6years,andhasserved
surrender flags.
reedy touched several members of as dean for rhe past four years. He is .
The United States Anned Forces became a voluntheConnecticutCollegefacultyand
recognized for his dynamic leader- teergroup in 1973, said Vogel, and there are certain
administration. Two members are ship and active involvement in stu- problems that can accompany such a military.
reservists who may be called up at dent life. Last spring Hampton was
Examples include the increased wages that must be
any time. The son of one professor honored at Unity House by the es- payed to give incentive for people to join and the
is stationed on the Kuwaiti border, tablishment of a scholarship fund in theory that volunteers would not be as intelligent as
and the nieceofa dean is in the gulf his name for students of color.
a whole when compared to a draft pool.
area.
Hampton is teaching one class
Said Vogel, the rich pay their way out of military
ReservistRobertHampton,dean
this semester, and according to stu- duty because they have a better bargaining position
of the college, was placed on alert dents, he has announced that if he is in society.
last weekend from 3:30 p.m. Satur- called up before the addldropperiod
Conversely, he proposed the idea thatadraftmight
~
on the
day until the alert was called off on ends, the course will be cancelled. If be insulting to those that have chosen military service
Sunday night at 9:30 p.m, The ac- he is called up after this period,other
because a draft assumes that nobody wants to be in
G u I f
tion followed' President George arrangements would be made, pos- the military.
War.
Bush's authority to call up extra sibly making it a reading course.
Also, it forces people who have no interest in the
The next
reserves.
Another member of the college, army to serve, and Vogel questioned whether this
Major Hampton is an armor offi- reservistJeffrey Zimmerman, asso- could be considered a violation of individual liberty.
held on Wednessession will be
ciate professor of physical
Hampton was the last speaker and the main focus
day at? p.m. in Ernst.
education, is a helicopter' of his speech was to call attention to the fact that 12.5
Faculty members will dis•
'Everyone is on pins and repairman, and is currently percent of the American population is of African- cnss
alhed perspectives.
,
undergoing training in
needles. '
Belgium.
Bill Frasure, Jr., son of
• Robert Hampton, dean of
William Frasure, professor
the college and reservist
of government, is a member of the 7th corps artildriveway when the news of the ity to educate ourselves about this
b-y Sarah Huntley
cer,responsibleforaballalionof20
lory of the Army, and is currently
launching of war came over the area of the world, about religions
News Editor
tanks and 300 soldiers, and is stationed in Saudi Arabia on theKuradio.
and cultural and ethnic groups with
trained in desert warfare.
waiti border. He is a crew member
Claire Gaudiani, '66, president of
"War is no kind of solution. which many of us are less familiar .
When interviewed last Septern- of a self-propelled 155 millimeter the college, expressed regret this War is a failure of solutions," said .. We are basically and foremost an
ber by The College Voice, Hampton . howitzer, and arrived in Saudi Ara- week about the United States' at- Gaudiani.
academic institution and so our retack on Iraq.
said, "Ultimately, I hope I'm never bia in mid-December.
The president also voiced dis- sponse must be primarily an aca"I wish that we had been able to appoimmem about the recent vioin a war ... No reservist wants to go
Melanie Gorman, niece of Joan
demic response."
to war; no soldier wants to goto
King, assoiciate dean, is one of the succeed atnegotiations. I wish that lence in the Baltic states.
During the Vietnam War, adwar."
many women serving in the Gulf. the January 15 deadline had not
"We, as citizens, have the right ministration, faculty and .students
However, now that the possibility Gorman, an army technician, has come so quickly or that a longer to expect that government leaders
voted to strike in protest.
looms closer, Hampton said he's been stationed with a medical unit date had been identified," she told and diplomats will negotiate setGaudiani said the college is not
The College Voice.
"taking itonedayata time," and will since early September.
tlements which don't involve likely to make a political statement.
"Having said that, 1 also don't danger to citizens, particularly
not speculate on the possibilities.
In addition, many faculty memBefore the bombing began,
bers have families who live in the know how the future could have young people who are sent off to
evolved with an Iraqi leader whose war and civilian non-combatHampton said he "wanted to deny it gulf area.
was coming." When he received the
Edward Chiburis, Sr., father of weapons compete in the first world ants," she said.
news of Desert Storm while he was Edward Chiburis, Jr., adjunct pro- arena and whose relationships with
Praising organized campus disin San Francisco raising funds for fessor of theatre, lives in Dhahran, the diplomatic community permit- cussions on the Gulf War, the
ted him to invade another country,'
the College Center project, he Saudi Arabia.
president said, "I think both the
p:m.
hoped it was a mistake.
.
"Everyone
is on pins and she added.
college and faculty, students and
Gaudiani was pulling into her staff have a primary responsibil"I was aghast ... shock, dismay,
needles," Hampton said.

'"

Anxious Faculty Await
Call-ups and News
from the Front Lines

President Gaudiani Denounces
War, 'A Failure of Solutions'
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GULF WAR COVERAGE
SG A Ties College
to Soldiers with
Yellow Rib bODS
by Jon Flnnlmore
Associate News Editor

After extensive
debate
on
whether the Assembly should take a
political stance on the war, SGA
passed a proposal 20-4-1 this week
to show support for the soldiers
serving in the Persian Gulf.
The proposal
was sponsored

R

'BE

JLF

by
Larry
Block, '91,
house senator of
Marshall,
Bryce
Breen, '92, junior class president,
Jamie O'Conner, '91, house senator
of Harkness, and Shannon Range,
'91, house senator of J.A.
The proposal called for the tying
of ribbons to "serve as a symbolic
gesture on the part of the college
community expressing our hope for
the quick and safe return of United
States soldiers serving our country
10 the Persian Gulf War and to show
grief for the loss of human life in the
Persian Gulf War."
The legislation was thrown together at the last minute after a proposat
by Chris Wallerstein .,
'91 act.
109 house senator of Abbey, failed

11-17
Wailerstein's proposal asked the
College to fly the United States' flag
at half-mast, to "show our grief for
the death ofU. S. soldiers in service
of their country."
Many senators disapproved of
thlS, belieVing a more positive symbol was neccesary.

In addition, the Assembly was
concerned that such a gesture
would indicate a political statement,

The campus remains divided on
the issue of the war.
"The Assembly does not want to
make a political statement or make
a statement for anyone else," said
Block.
Russ Y ankwitt, '92, house senator of Windham, was in favor of
lowering the flag and said, "This is
a symbol of people dying, and
dying really sucks."
Harlan Rust, '91, house
senator of Knowlton, urged
the Assembly to encourage
patriotism. "The troops
didn't charge up Iwo
Jima to put the flag at
half-mast," he said.
Marisa Farina,
'93, sophomore
class
president,!3
suggested writing
letters as another
altemative."You
don't have to be in
support of the war
to send them a letter," she said.
With the passing
of the yellow ribbon proposal, the
Assembly hopes to
recognize the troops
without taking a stand
on the issue of war.
On Thursday, February I, at 4:00, the Assembly will hold a yellow ribbon tying ceremony outside
of Blaustein. The whole college community is invited to attend. The senators also asked
people to tie yellow ribbons
around campus individually.
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Returning Study-Away Junior Shares
Egypt's Reactions to GuJf War

did their American counterparts,
according to O'Rourke, despite the
fact that both Iraqis and Kuwaitis
attended
the university with other
Within Connecticut
College's
Arab
peoples.
small community, a number of stuNonetheless,
O'Rourke
acdents have experienced war tenknowledged,
"When
you
talk
to
sions firsthand as they studied in the
people whose families have been
gulf area last semester.
shot at it gets a bit more tense."
One such student is Simon
On Saddam Hussein's attempt to
O'Rourke, '92, who returned Januturn
the invasion of Kuwait into a
ary 18 from a semester abroad at
crusade
for a solution to the PalesThe American University in Cairo,
tinian question, O'Rourke said that
Egypt.
the Palestinians at his school were
According to O'Rourke, the at"too intelligent to believe that."
mosphere in Egypt after the war
"The Palestinian view is that they
broke out was far different from
are
just as oppressed as the Kureactions in the United States.
waitis,
if not more so." The PalesSaid O'Rourke, "It was totally
tinians and Israelis have been battling over homeland rights.
O'Rourke said, 'The Palestinians are being brutally repressed and
people in this country don't generally find out about it because of
media censorship by the Israeli
government and pro-Israeli congressional pacts."
Still, O'Rourke said students at
the
school generally did not blame
ttl
national troubles on each other.
f'
'
According to O'Rourke, Kuwaiti
students saw that the war was "not a
personal vendetta against Iraqis,
but against their leader."
.~
O'Rourke described the Kuwaitis
as "five-star refugees ... incredibly
~~
]
rich."
..
But university feeling belied surrounding strife. Said O'Rourke,
"The kids tearned together as Arabs
~
first"
§
Many students, who were plan.:
ning to study in the area, especially
3l
in Israel, have changed their ar~ .
~
rangements.
kSt-u:':d~e-n~ts-a~d~o-r-ne-d"-t70h""e""t-re"'e""s""0""u7ts:Oid'eC"""of"M"-=o-=rr"j"'so"'nC"d'o"'r=m=-=w"iOithC"y-=e:;;lI;:o-=w"'r"iLbbLo"'n"'s'--------l
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by Rebecca Flynn
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unlike it is here. People were very
calm. The U.S. ambassador said
that there really was nothing to
worry about. "
O'Rourke described people in
Egypt as being very supportive of
America. "The average Egyptian
taxi-driver will say 'George Bush
# I,'" said O'Rourke, "The average
man likes Americans and American money."
According to O'Rourke the students did talk constantly about the
war. "Everybody was excited about
it," he said.
For the most part the students,
most of whom were quite wealthy,
reacted in a far calmer matter than

-

NEWS
College Exterminates
South Campus

----------

Over winter break the college called in the
Waltham Chemical Company toextenninate
the dormitories on south campus.
The project, according to Ed Hoffman,
director of operations, was completed over
three days from December 27 to January 4.
He explained that numerous complaints of
roaches and other insects led the college to
the hiring theextenninators toclear the build-

••••••••••••••••••••••

:
:
:

Second Semester
Office Hours of the
President

•

Friday, February 1
from 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
Wednesday, February 13

·
·
•

•
•

:
•
:
•

from 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.

Wednesday, March 13
from 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
Monday,
April 15
from 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

-

Wednesday, May 1

_

from 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.

--

:
:
:

Wednesday, May 8

from 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.

-

I••

not be sprayed to avoid damage to the equip-

_ ment

-•

Yet, when Freeman called Physical Plant

_ to question this, she was told rooms with

-

-

covered computers could be treated.
She wonders why the administration
- waited until the chaos of exam week to in: form residents of the procedures. She said,
_ "This predicament poses many questions
- concerning the efficiency of those who so
_
wisely decided to rid us of the creatures."
According to Maggie D'Antonio,
'91,
_
housefellow of Knowlton, some residents
- posted "Do not fog" signs on their doors.
_
Rooms with these posted noted were not ex-

:

Thursday, May 16
_
from 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
•••••••••••••••••••••• -

_

ings from top to bottom of the pests.
In his opinion, the reason for the infestion
was the presence of food. "Roaches are attraeted to the sugar from soda and the crumbs
of food," he said.
Some students were displeased with the
hassle of preparations and mixed messages
sent by officials.
A1ysa Freeman, '93, a resident ofJ.A., said
she was at first pleased to hear of the upcoming extermination. "Finally I wouldn't have
to walk in the bathroom at night with cockroaches crawling in the sink," she said .
Freeman soon became disenchanted, how- ~
~j
ever, when she realized the confusion about •
the preparations for extermination, Students 1;: L.._--"-""'J"!
were told that rooms with computers would
Cockroaches were spotted in Knowlton Dormitory and other'buildings'in South Campus
terminated,
D' Antonio said that some students posted
the notes because of computers and the need
to depart hastily from college for break,
while others did not want to undergo the
effort of preparation.
"A lot of residents, unfortunately, because
it was exam week, decided it was too much
trouble," she said.
Phil Jell, '94, resident of Freeman, confinned that some residents there also hung
such signs.
D' Antonio acknowledged
that residents
were told that unsprayed rooms were likely to

attract insects fleeing the areas that were exterminated, She also pointed out that, while
not all rooms were infested, she had received a considerable
number of complaints, which she reported to Physical
Plant.
In terms of damage to computers, Mike
Peck, '92, resident of Freeman, said, "I
haven't heard of any problems; however,
the administration
did not communicate
well what they wanted us to do."
According to Hoffman, there have been
no complaints of roaches in other areas of
the campus.

NEWS
Maggiore Maintains
Leadership Grasp

Finance
Hearings
Are Open
and Shut
Issue

John Maggiore, '91, president of
SGA, expressed satisfaction this
week on his firstsemester. He is especially proud of the Executive
Board's compilation of the Issues
Project, his participation in encouraging senators 10initiate legislation
and his role in helping to r-------------~
. shape college processes.
This io tho tint articl. of a oix-part
The precedent-setting Isaeries that will examine exeeuelve
sues Project insures student
board progreu and campaien
participation in the resolution
promises.
of twelve concerns facing the L
-.J

by Sarah HunUey
News Editor

PublicFinanceCommitteemeetings nearly ushered in the new year,
until a retrospective Assembly repealed its vote on the amendment
to open the proceedings.
The amendment proposed by
Reg Edmonds, '92, chair of academic affairs, with a friendly
amendment by Jackie Soteropoulos, '92, house senator of Blackstone, originally passed 18-9-1.
The friendly amendment would
have prohibited the audience from
speaking or asking questions during the open hearings. It was designed to eliminate concerns about
intimidation, heckling or unfair
lobbying.
The Assembly's surprisingly liberalmovewaslaterreversedas
Tod
Preston, '91, house senator of Burdick, called for caution and further
discussion, and Amy Mass, '92,
chair of SAC, made a motion to
strike the passed amendment
In a vote of 25-3 the Assembly
reversed its former decision and
returned to a proposal initiated by
JulieTaraska, '92, house senator of
Park and longtime advocate of
open Finance Committee proceedings.
Taraska's legislation mandates
that the minutes of Finance Committee hearings be made public. In
·addition, all hearings will be taped.
If the minutes are called into question, the tapes may be released as
well.
Taraska said that she wanted 10
promote a "system of checks and
balances," remove pressures be-

•
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Associate News Editor

A letter recommending that Connecticut College recognize the Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. holiday was

tween the committee and clubs and
bring openness to the budget process.
Both John Maggiore, '91, presidentofSGA,and Michael Sandner,
'91, vice president of SGA and
chair of the Finance Committee,
spoke in favor of Taraska's proposal.
In his first spoken support for a
proposal on the floor of the Assembly aU semester, Maggiore said, "I
see opening up the process as being
a very progressive step."
Sandner issued his personal support for the bill, saying, "I think the
taping and written minutes ...
would strengthen the Finance
Committee's decisions;" however,
he also expressed Finance Committee members' reservations to the
measures.
According 10Sandner, the Committee was concerned about infringement upon the privacy of
committee members and presenters, in addition to fears that confidence in elected officials would
diminish.
Vinny Candelora, '92, member

American students. I think the
emotions come out of this letter."
Some senators opposed the
cancelling of classes, noting King's
pro-education stance.
They instead favored alternative

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=
education choices, such as
seminars dealing with ra'Recognize the significance
of this man's work.'
• Warren

Wells,

'92,

cia! issues, incorporating
the theme into the classroom, or holding the seminarsOn the following Sat-

===h;;;o;;;u;;;s;;;e;;;s;;;e;;;n;;;a;;;t;;;o;;;r;;;o;;;f;;;U=n;;;it,;;Y;;;;
ur?"i';"ognize
presented to the Assembly by
Warren Wells, '94, house senator of
Unity.
A formal amendment by Mary
Beth Holman, '91, senior class
president, softened the tone of the
letter and passed 23-2-2.
Wells said, "This is an emotional
issue, especially for African-

college community.
Maggiore said that his encouragement of house senators to develop legislation for the Assembly
was his "greatest satisfaction."
Maggiore encountered some
criticism last semester for his active
communication with senators during the budget process and development of legislation. He denies
any inappropriate conduct.
In response toconcerns about his
active communication with sponsors of SGA proposals, Maggiore
acknowledged that he does advise
senators, when consulted.
He said, "That is not only something I will admit, but also something that I am proud of."
Maggiorestressedtbatalnotime

~:L.;:~::~~:;;;~;;;;;,~;;;-;:;;;;;:;;==_~~:!J
,rev ews e past semester

SGA Debates Cancellation
of Classes on King Holiday
by Jon Flnnlmore

able ... It is) not 10impose [personal] views on those who should
be making decisions."
Maggiore said that he recently
determined that there is a difference between stating and arguing
an opinion. "I probably should
have stated my opinion ... At the
end of last semester, you started
seeing an adjustment of my pres-

by Sarah Huntley
News Editor

the significance of this man's work.
Would you celebrate Christmas the
day after New Year's ... It's just not
the same. Just because you cancel
classes, that doesn't mean that education has to SlOp," Wells responded.
The issue was tabled, and anew,
letter will be brought before the
Assembly next week.

of the Finance Committee, worried
that the minutes would not address
tension problems because execulive sessions would still be closed.
He said that minutes from the
hearings alone "might mislead
people."
Taraska's proposal, minus the
amendment 10make hearings completely open, passed 28-0-1.
In addition, a second Finance
Committee proposal by Taraska

cceecea

passed with an amendment.

bas be

SGA memben

The proposal states that all
budget requests become public
before the Finance Committee adjourns into executive session.
An amendment struck another
stipulation which would have required the Finance Committee to
consider any written student concerns as input from a non-voting
member of the committee.
Edmonds hopes 10 reintroduce
legislation to open Finance Committe meetings sometime this semester.

express his views in their legislation or interfered in a fair presentation and vote on legislation he opposed.
As Maggiore was generally considereda dynamic and active house
senator last year, his hesitancy to
express his views on the Assembly
floor fITStsemester has surprised
some community members.
He explained, 'The role of the
chair of an assembly is to coordinate a fair and thorough discussion
in which all speakers feel comfort-

entation on the floor."
While long Assembly meetings
have characterized his administration, Maggiore cited the lack of
tabled legislation as efficient. "It
is a sign of efficiency to have a
long debate and come up with a
decision in one night," he said.
Maggiore believes that thorough
debate is critical 10effective leadership.
In terms of his role with administration, Maggiore discussed mediation of the telecommunications
dissatisfaction and the creation of
college committees with student
representatives to examine important issues, such as vandalism and
financial aid policies.
In the u{)Coming,semeste:l' ~Ma¥.-

\0

y'\.ore wou.\d \.lkt:.

\Q

see SGI>t.. '0.-

press more of a commitment to cooperation with MSSC in diversifying the curriculum and progress
in some of his more time-consuming efforts.
He said, "It's not good enough
that I put in a lot of work, but I also
want to see results. "
As lhe colleg« community enters
its second semester, The College
VoiawillinlerviewelecledExeculive Board members on governance
during the first half of their lerms.
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'9 r;h~ senalOCoffreernal1, proposedlm ~en~ent,

whichfail¥ ~;lg'2~to~
of freShman grjldeS
He suggested that seniors, before second SCl"esteI' ()f their
report to thereglstrar whether they would like grades averaged into a firial grade polnr
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A propo""! to dissolve the·Publications Board, sponsored by Mike Sandner, was d~reated 3-24-2.
··Amy ~s." '92, SAC chair; proposal to create an A~-Hoccommluee of the SGA 1O~~
need-

4J.. blmd ~ISSlons passed 28-1t.(
.;.< .
. .•... . .•. .;< ..'"..
...•
...
{/J •. The Asseinbly voted 26:0'1 io'aIl()\Vtlle mstalJauonof
cable teleVlSlon m the ltvmg rooms of .
~dormjtories.~thougii
the c6uege.has ~y
pledged 10accomplish this, the ~mblywould
like the .
f ",. ~()~ege topay.for all mO!1thly~cse~«;~s~ges.
!he SGA~
"r;serves the nght to f?""iJJate all
pOltcy r;gulatIons con~mgc:'bk1f~v~~IQ?m
me dormltones, except college fi~~ c~.
...
.;.
Warren Wells, '92,hOlisesenatoroLUIl1!Y'
presented a !etler to the Assembly which urged
Connecticut College to."recbgniUllle lli:Mai1in Luther King, Jr. boliday when planning itsacadt;.mic
.tl.icalendai.~Aliefde6atei
the isSucWas tabled uritil next week_
.~ 3. Chris wiUierstein, '91:8cung seli:ito[Of Abbey, sponsored a recommendation that the college lower

J;
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:~~U~~~to

::r:::~~r~1;1;e~~~nbbons

aroJtid earnpus in remembrance of American .

~
soldierS::
C(A referendum concerning Return to College students' representati~ on the Asser\lbly is being
~ cOnducted.Every swdenlshould have received one ballot, which should either be returned to respective

E-4

house senators or taped 10dormitory roOm doors.
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
:

ART

SHORTS
a guide to cultural events

CINEMA
Thursday, January 31.
Blaustein 210. Ugetsu, a 1953 Japanese film directed by Mizoguchi
Kenji will be screened with English subtitles. Running time is 96
minutes and show starts at 7 p.m.
Oliva Hall. The Connecticut College Film Society presents
Dreamchild (1985), starring Coral Browne and Ian Holme. Show starts
at 8 p.m. and admission is $2.50.
Friday, February 1.
Oliva Hall. The Connecticut College Film Society presents Slapshot
(1977), starring Paul Newman and Michael Ontkean. Screenings are at
7 and 9.30 p.m. and admission is $2.50.

THEATER
Thursday, January 31.
Dana Hall. "Vanities," by Jack Heifner. This Theater I production
shows how three high school cheerleaders from 1963 change and grow
as the country does when they meet I I years later. Performance starts
at 8 p.m. General admission is $2.
Friday, February 1. .
Palmer Auditorium. "The Meeting," by Jeff Stetson. This event,
celebrating Black History Month. imagines a clandestine meeting.
between Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X. Performance starts
at 8 p.m.. Admission is $2 for students, $4 for the general public.
Dana Hall. Theater I presents "Vanities." Performance starts at 8 p.m,
General admission is $2.

EXHIBITS
ART

World-renowned musicians, The Franciscan String Quartet and pianist
Peter Orth will grace Connecticut College's Palmer Auditorium on February 9 at 8:00 p.m. with a concert that will encompass both new and
classical music. Highlights of the performance will be a new work,
Quintet for Piano Strings, composed by Lowell Lieberman, as well as
Beethoven's String Quartet in E Flat Major, Op. 74, and Brahms'Variations and Fugue on a Theme by Handel, Op.24. Ticket information for
the performance may be obtained by calling 439-ARTS or visiting by the
box office located in Palmer Auditorium.

AND

EVENTS

Tuesday, January 29.
Unity House. "Tonal Illuminations on Women of Color," an informal
showing of the video version of a performance art piece by unity House
intern Tamina Davarwill be presented. The video and commentary will
be accompanied by slides and audio and discussion will follow.
Wednesday, January 30.
Blasustein 210. The Theater Department American Visions lecture
series presents "The Gendered body: Feminist Performance Art in the
90's, " by Becea Schneider' 79, contributing editor to The Drama
Review.
Through February 15.
. ..
.
Cummings Art Center. The Annual Art Faculty Exhibition, featunng
Sabbatical Works by David Smalley.

WINTER SPECIAL
---------- ---------

-

by Dan Seligson and Sean Bien
The College Voice

ANOTHER 48 HOURS (R)
Eddie Murphy has a cute habit of
staring into the camera for comedic
effect. In this ridiculous exercise in
producers' greed, Murphy instead
looks out into the audience pleadingly, as if to say, "I didn't want to
make this piece of trash, but they
paid me a lot." C'mon guys, let's
get real funky. Another 48 Hours
has the same jokes, plots,
scenes and lines (but nicer
cars). Why didn't the producers take these welldrawn-out characters that
worked so well and give
them new circumstances to

both Jon Voigt and Eric Roberts
give award-winning
performances. Although the plot could
stand on its own as engrossing and
exciting, what makes this film
shine is the depth and realism evident in every scene where Voigt
and Roberts share the screen. The
only unavoidable flaw occurs
when more characters are introduced to the film to keep the plot
moving.

-"

Show your Conn College 1.0. card
and get double prints for the
price of single prints

or
Bring in one roll for processing and get
a second roll processed free!
Choose ~ video from ou"7selectio~ of
over 2,000 titles and get a second for
free with your Conl2-l.D.:_

-----------Technicolor Photo Lab
New London Mall
New London
443-7996

Open daily 10-9
Sunday 12-5

RUNAWAY TRAIN (R)
Runaway Train, despite its box
office and video rental failures, is a
borderline exceptional movie that
is a sure bet to be in stock at your
favorite video store. In this grimlyshot adventure about two convicts
who escape maximum security
prison in the Alaska wilderness,

SPONSORED BY

BLOCKBUSTER
VIDEO
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SPORTS
Hockey Beats Assumption

•

ConJinuedfromp.16

heartbreaker. Tim "Tea" Erickson played
betWeen the pipes for Conn and made 35
saves in a courageous effort.
The Blue and White played the third game
of their four-game homestand on Thursday
night against Assumption College of Worcester. It would prove to be another highscoring affair, as the Camel offense continued its aggressive play. Kosa and Legro each
scored to give Conn a decisive 2-0 first
period edge. But it was a different Conn
squad on the ice in the second period, a team
that made many costly turnovers in their own
end and had trouble generating a strong attack. As a result, Assumption scored three
times in the first II :06 in the period to gain
a 3-2 lead. But the Camels managed to survive the Assumption onslaught, as Stone,
~
'94, knocked in a power play goal on assists
---'!.--c~o.-.=.;!
~'="--:-"C----,-from Bergstrom and Legro to knot the game
Men's Squash as seen from the spectator stands
at three going into the final period.
Assumption scored first in the third before
Cassidy knocked in the rebound of a
Roberts' shot to tie the contest for Conn just
freshmen
are "young,
but developing
24 seconds later. Assumption would not go
quickly." Sheryl Yeary, coach of the team for
by Todd Maguire
quietly however and scored again to gaina5The College Voice
six years, also praised the women for their
4 lead. The Camels fought back again and
dedication and effort in the sport.
The
Hawk evened the game at five on feeds from
Throughout college circles, many sports
women put an equal amount of dedication
Craig Johnson;93, and Sean Curry, '92. The
have an extensive following of fans. One of
into the sport as the enjoyment they receive
home crowd sensed the Camel momentum
the sports, however, which does not comand was brought to life with Hawk's goal.
from
it.
mand such a group is squash. With the
Co-captain Paul Harris, '91,revealed
an
The Assumption players were beginning to
efforts and dedication of the Connecticut
equal amount of satisfaction with the men's
wear down and the Camels were playing
College Men's and Women's Squash teams,
team. The record of the men's team now
with intense de.tennination and concentrahowever, the sport is fast developing into a
stands at I-I. Harris spoke of an "excellent
tion. Their aggression proved successful
popular one.
team," with "depth all the way through."
'l'\\e women's
\earn
(3-\) will play

!\'".-.,..,,..-_--__J
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Squash Gains Momentum

~ es\e'janon

"lanuarj '29. CCK:.a'\')wns He\d\.

Leseur, '92, and Abbey Tyson, '92, are
pleased with the season thus far and are
proud of the eleven women roster.
"We're better than we expected," Tyson
said. Squash has only recently been upgraded to the varsity level but both teams are
already cornpetative against the NESCAC
teams. This year's women's team is small but
a foundation is being built that should provide a strong future. The team will only lose
one player at graduation, so freshmen recruits should replenish the loss.
Leseur stated that this year's group of

A.\though \he men's

Harris.
Although the Conn's squash facilities are
small, the fan participation is ever-increasing, as students latch on to the excitment of
the sport. Detriments like small crowds
however, have not dampered the spirit and
dedication of the squash players. Expect 10
see squash increase in popularity and competitiveness in the years to follow.

The Men's Basketball Team defeated Roger Williams College on Thursday 84-64 and then lost on
Saturday to Middlebury College 80-71. At the halfway point in the season, their record stands at 5-8.
The Women's Basketball Team upped their record
to 11-0 as they defeated Elms College on Saturday
70-54. Junior Elizabeth Lynch scored her 1,000
career point. Esty Wood, '93, recorded six blocked
shots, and Senior tri-captain AJ. DeRoo hit her 23rd consecutive free throw surpassing
the old consecutive free throw record of 17.
The Men's Hockey Team is 2-2 in 1991,4-8 overall. In the fust four games of his season
JeffLegro, '92, scored seven goals and had two assists as he sparked the Camels to 24 goals
in those four games,
The Women's Indoor Track and Field Club finished seventh at Smith College on
Saturday. Senior Alice Maggin finished third in the 20-pound weight, with a throw of
37'113/4". Eileen Parrish, '94, finished fourth in the 55-meter hurdles.
Both Women's and Men's Swimming Teams lost Saturday to Wesleyan University,
The men's winter record is 3-3, and the women's winterrecord is 1-3-2.
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victory.
Santeusanio again guarded the Camel nets
and made 34 saves to earn his second win of
the year. Roberts had three assists to bring his
'season iotal to a team-leading 13. Hawk also
had three assists in the game in addition to his
key goal. Hawk, the team's second leading
scorer, now has six goals and II assists on the
year for 17 points. But, perhaps the key to the
renewed Camel offense has been Legro.
Legro was able to return this semester and has
been a key to the team's success in 1991.
Legro has seven goals and two assists in just
four games and has sparked Conn to an incredible total of24 goals in those four games.
Coach Roberts has been very pleased to have
Legro back. "Jeff is just a quality player. He
has given usa little offensive punch which we
needed."
Roberts has also been pleased with the return of Pete Bergstrom, who has not been on
the team since the 1988-89 season. "lam very
impressed by Pete's conditioning. He has
kept himself in very good shape and gives us
some extra size in working along the boards."
The Camels have another horne game this
Sunday against St. Michael's
before going
on the road to face Bentley next Tuesday and
Wesleyan next Saturday.

team has a slightly larger

roster than the women's, with 13players, they
will be losing three members to graduation,
including co-captain, Jim Luchars, '91, and

Sports Shorts

Tne College Voice

when Stone was set up by crisp passes from
Hawk, his third assist of the game, and
Johnson, his second assist. Stone launched a
slapshot right past Assumption goalie Brian
O'Connell into the upper corner of the net to
win the game. Legro tacked on another goal
to complete the scoring and give Conn a 7-5

1) Who is the backup center for
the Buffalo Bills?
2) Who was last year's ECAC
Division I Men's Ice Hockey
Champion?
3) What NHL player leads the
league in penalty minutes and
for what team does he play?
4) Which NBA team
has the league's best
road or away record?
5) What baseball team
finished last in the
American League East
division last season?
Please return answers ~ box 5351 • the first set of complete,
correct answers wms a free pizza from L.A. Pizza

CLASSIFIEDS ..
Spring Break '91
Can't atlor~ $pmg Bfeok? TIll,. agaInl
Panemo City Beach. Florida - from $119
Montego Bay/Negri. Jamaica· from $459
CancLrl/Acoplko.
Mexico - from $.429
Earl .... tavet mel $ men.nn; $TS
voeatlons on yOU(canpusl For mOfe
Informalon and ,eservanor.
call STSaI 1·800·641·4849

SPRING BREAK inCancunor

Bahamas from $299.001

In-

cludes roundtrip air, 7 nights
hotel, cruise, beach parties, free
hmchandmuchmore!
Organize
a small group-earn trip plus
cash.
BEACH IT.

cou-see-

»
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SPORTS
Men's Basketball
Wins One, Loses One
by William H. Schulz
Sports Editor

The men's basketball team returned from
winter break to split a pair of home games this
week, putting theirrecordat 5-7. On Tuesday,
the Camels crushed Roger Williams 84-64,
but fell to a tough Middlebury team on Saturday 80-71.
Conn humbled Roger Williams behind a
great performance by Teddy Frischling, '93,
who led the team with 16 points and 10 rebounds. Helping out in the scoring column
were Will Betts, '93, with II points, and John
Lawlor, '91, with 10 points. Both offense and
defense shone as evident by the large winning
margin.
On Saturday, the Middlebury Panthers
came to New London sporting a four game
unbeaten streak. The Panthers jumped outlO a

IS point lead in the early going but the
Camels were able to bounce back to narrow
the lead to six at the half.
In the second half, Middlebury used an excel~ent transition game and good rebounding to maintain a ten point lead that could not
be closed hy the Camels. Mike Pinnella, '92,
and Frischling both had excellent games but
were not able to tum the tide against an
excellent Middlebury team. The Camels
threatened at times to close the gap with the
Panthers through some good rebounding by
Rob James, '93, and Bob Turner, '93, but
were unable to break the Panther defense.
Conn's next game is against cross-town
rival Coast Guard on Tuesday at 8:00p.m. in
the Athletic Center. Next Saturday the
Camels will travel to Hanford to battle the
arch-rival Trinity Bantams.
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Pete Francis, '93, tries to steal tbe ball from a Roger Williams Guard

Schmoozing With Dob and Pops
by Dave Papodopolous
and Dobby Gibson
The College Voice

Super Bowl XXV Report
Dob and Pops would like to enlighten you on our brilliant fmal
score predictions

(even though by

the time you're reading this article,
the game will already be in the
books). Here we go anyway. No
surprise in the first one as Pops likes
his Giants to win a tough one, 20-13.

SYRACUSE ABROAD

Dob is regretfully picking the Bills
in a squeaker, 21-17 ... For those of
you who were blessed enough to
see the Giants' courageous win
over the Niners in the NFC Championship Game, you were witness
to one of the greatest Championship Games the sport has ever seen.
To quote John Madden, "that is
what championship football is aU
aboul.~·_ . _ S~in%

play-by-play,
flanked by Bill
Walsh and Dan "The Lisping Baboon" Deirdorf. If anything could
drive us to an early grave, this
would be it ... Dob and Pops would
like to tip our caps to the Lady
Camels Basketball Team for rushing out to a perfect 11-0. We are
most impressed by Ibe team, but we

of. \he o\d

coach, it's a shame that CBS
doesn't get the Super Bowl every
year, which would enabJe Summerall and Madden to be in the booth
for each Supe instead of every third
year . . .We here at-Schmoozing
were especially delighted by two
plays in the NFC Championship
Game ... Dob and Pops are two of
the biggest Chris Berman fans
around. But kids, this guy is making a complete horse's ass out of
himself in these ridiculous Bud
Bowl commercials. This guy is either in serious financial straits, or
he has simply made the worst vocational error of his life ...
Baseball
The Ohio Slate Penitentiary will
retire number 0574635 this week in
honor of the man who wore the
O.S.P. black and white like no other
-Pete
Rose.
His jersey will be hung from the
rafters of the O.S.P. Mess Hall for
posterity ... Anyone notice that the
Senior League of Professional
Baseball folded? No? We didn't
think so.

Study in one of 8U's academic programs in England, France, Italy,
Spain, Germany, Israel, poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and other
locations for a semester, a year or a summer of study abroad.

Miscellaneous

----SENO-roOAY-FOR------------------OUR CATALOG!
Name __

-----------------

Address
City ~----------state

.I.
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~-----------=---_---

Zip ----

Phone
School--~--------

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue,Syracuse,New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471
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The World League of American
Football is primed to start up this
spring and we here at Schmoozing
are unable to contain our excitemenl. DobandPops' favorite team,
the Paris Fighting Winemakers are
excited about their lineup, mostly
due to the play of highly touted
rookie QB Jean-Pierre Montaigue
and his deceptive quick pass release
known as the "Hot Croissant". . .
Dob and Pops nightmare announcing crew: Brent Musburger on

are a \ittle -peql\e'J.ed b"1 one thin%,_
'Wecan'\ {'-g,ureou\\.t ~\\en s\\.OO\-

ing the ball junior forward Elizabeth Lynch is trying to score a basket or break the world's shot-put
record ... When Dallas authorities
arrestedLakerforwardJamesWorthy for soliciting a prostitute, they
did something no NBA team has
been able to do - stopped him from
scoring.
Schmoozing

Thought

of the

Week
It seems to us here at Schmoozing that after years of trying, Major
League Baseball may have finally
wrecked the Great American Pastime through the recently established free agency system. It's not
so much the money that bothers us,
but rather the way players go from
team to team with enough regularity to force Topps to picture all
players in street clothes rather than
their ever-changing
uniforms.
What the game has essentially
boiled down to today is teams are
justa collection of all-stars that play
together for one year and then disband. There is no longer any concept of team in the game - cities
have no way of identifying themselves with certain players.
It
seems to us that back in the days
when a little boy's heros were
named Cobb, Mantle, Williams,
Dimaggio and Mays that the game
was a little better - maybe a liuJe
purer. Perhaps we long for the days
of old when a young kid nicknamed
"Columbia Lou" could come up
from the minors and be born a
Yankee, end his career a Yankee,
and die a Yankee. Lou Gehrig and
the rest of the boys of those summers so long ago will forever be in
our dreams.
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SPORTS
11-0 Women's Hoops
Dominate Amherst
by Dan Levine
Asso<l ... sports Editor

Posting an impressive 11-0 record on the season, the Connecticut
College women's basketball team
is currently the only undefeated
women's basketball team at the Division III level in the country.
The players are having a phenomenal season, both as a team and
individually. As a squad the Camels are nationally ranked in a number of categories, including scoring margin (22.4), field goal percentage defense (30.6), and rebound margin (13.6). The Camels
also have three players nationally
ranked players. Elizabeth Lynch,
'92, is ranked 29th in scoring with
a 20.1 points per game average and

asofJanuary25, Lynch was a mere
17 points away from the 1,000
point career mark. Esty Wood,
'93, is ranked 12th in rebounds
with an average of 14.4 rebounds
per game, and tri-captain Lynn
Elliot, '91, tri-captain, is tied for
ninth in assists with an average of
7.0 assists per game.
The Camels have been consistent, defeating Wellesley College
(3-{j) 79-51 on January 17, and
fourth ranked Tufts University (92) 88-69 on January 19.
Leading the Camels against
Wellesley, Lynch scored
19
points, senior tri-captain
A.J.
DeRoo grabbed 10 rebounds, and
Elliot had seven assists. Against
Tufts, Lynch tossed in 31 points,
Wood pulled down 12 boards, and

Elliot gave another six assists.
On Tuesday the Camels hosted
the Lady Jeffs of Amherst College
(6-6). The game was close the
entire first half, but despite a fantastic effort by Amherst freshman
Jennifer Holmes, the Jeffs could
not hold off a strong Conn attack
and after a 24-0 second half run, the
Camels had the game well under
controL The Camels rolled to a
decisive 66-43 victory, upping
their record to 10-0. Lynch once
again led the Camels in scoring
with 20 points, Wood grabbed 13
boards, and Elliot had 9 assists.
The Camels defeated Elms College on Saturday. They will host
the Coast Guard Academy
on
Tuesday and then will travel
Thursday to Trinity.

Hockey Outlasts Assumption
..

~

--------------by John Fischer
The College Voice

The Connecticut
College men's ice
hockey team has an even record SO far in
1991, winning two and losing two in the
month of January. This is a considerable improvement

OVeI

the fust half of their season,

OOVole'let. 'Wnen \he \eam StNgg\ed \0 a '1-6

mark after their first eight games. The
Camels are now 4-8 on the year.
While most Conn students were still at
home for January break, the hockey team

- was already in action, travelling to the campUSof Boston University to take on Suffolk.
The Camels gotoffto a slow start in their first
game back as they fell behind 4-1 in the first
period. Pete Bergstrom, '91, tallied the only
goal of the period for Conn, as he was assisted
by Jeff Legro, '92, and senior co-captain
Doug Roberts Jr. Jim Garino, '92, struggled
in net rn the fust stanza and was replaced by
freshman Dave Santeusanio, In the second
period, Chris Hawk, '93, knocked in a power
play goal but Suffolk tacked on two more in
the second to put the Blue and While down by
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Assumption and Conn vie for the puck In Thursday's home game, where Conn crushed their

a 6-2 score at
the start of the ~
third period.
A Man Cann, ~tL.:w~om-en-;'-s;;:Ba-s7k-'et~b-a;;:Il--;:A-ct:;-io'-:n---------------..J
'93, goal just
total 8-6, but Conn held on to eam their third
over four minutes into the final period gave
victory of the year. Santeusanio got the win in
the team-a glimmer of hope. Then, with only
net, making 33 saves. Hawk chipped in three
two minutes remaining in the game, sophoassists while sophomore Malt Hopkins conmore D.l. Crowley put the Camels within
two goals at 6-4. If Suffolk thought this one tributed two.
Conn continued its homestand on January
was going to be easy, they were sorely mis22, matching up against the Division II
taken, for Coley Cassidy, '93, made the score
UConn Huskies, The Camels came out play6-5 with 46 seconds remaining. But the clock
ran out on Conn, and Suffolk escaped with a ing hard from the beginning, looking to
narrow 6-5 triumph. While Conn lost the .avenge a 9-4 loss to the Huskies earlier in the
game, they have proven to themselves and season. Hawk got the Camels on the board
their opponents that they were not a team to just 2:45 into the game, converting on a quick
pass from Conn. UConn tied things up at one
be taken lightly.
The Camels were treated to three days off on a power play goal at 10: 12 of the first
period. Then Legro took over, rippling the
before their next contest, as they welcomed
Husky net twice in the next thirty seconds to
the Holy cross Crusaders in Dayton Arena.
hand Conn a 3-1 first period lead. Roberts asThe game would prove to be a wild shootout
sisted on both scores, feeding Legro with
from the very beginning. Holy Cross scored
twice in the first l :05 to jump out to a 2-0 lead. quick, accurate passes.
UConn managed to pull to within one at 3Conn came back once again as Legro and
freshman Attila Kosa scored to knot the con- 2 before Legro got his third of the game and
test at two. A Crowley goal.less than two the first Conn hat trick of the season. But the
minutes into the second gave the Blue and Huskies scored one more in the second and
White their first lead of the game, a lead that tied the game 4-4 with 4:35 remaining in the
game. The Camels were hurt by the loss of
lasted less than two minutes. Peter Verrier
Legro for the rest of the game due to a severe
knocked in two more goals for the Crusaders,
leg cramp. With two seconds left in the third
as he completed a hat trick.
period, Crowley was called fora bench minor
The excitement was just beginning howafter grabbing a UConn player from the
ever, as Conn tallied four more second period
bench, setting up a UConn power play in
goals and exploded to a 7-4 advantage. Legro
and Crowley each notched their second goal overtime. The Huskies took advantage of
of the game, and Craig Johnson, '93, and Crowley's error and the depleted Conn lines
Mark Chase also scored. Holy Cross pulled to and took control of the puck in Conn's end of
the ice. The Camels failed to clear the zone
within two early in the third stanza, but freshman Rusty Stone, '94, extended the margin to and UConn scored the game-winner with
1:02 gone by in the extra period to win the
three again on a Camel power play. Holy
Cross knocked in one more goal m make the

opponents 7-5

Athlete of the Wee
This week's award goes to ELIZABETH LYNCH, '92, of the
women's basketball team. LYNCH scored the lOOOthpoint of her
career on Saturday at Elms College. WHS, Jr. & DIL
The College Voice
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